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For both new and existing Communications Service Providers (CSPs) identifying 
the optimal architecture for the access and core networks can be a complex 
task. A properly designed network should take into account not only technology 
requirements, but also the business, service and operational objectives. New 
CSPs starting with a blank slate have an opportunity to design and architect 
a highly reliable access network that will be capable of delivering exceptional 
broadband and other advanced IP-based services. Existing CSPs looking to 
expand their networks also have an opportunity to take a fresh look at ways to 
leverage design options to reduce operational costs, improve scalability, and 
make their networks more reliable.
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In practice, developing the right network architecture involves 
a multi-pronged and multi-faceted approach that incorporates 
requirements from growth forecasts, service and network security 
objectives, and operational automation needs. The following are some of the 
foundational areas on which broadband service providers should focus.

DESIGN AND ARCHITECT YOUR NETWORK FOR THE FUTURE

To meet both current and future technical, operational and business needs, you want a 
network that is highly scalable. For existing CSPs, planning is paramount. Articulating your 
network vision into a detailed and workable plan is important for designing and deploying 

a  great broadband experience for your subscribers. The following checklist can help you 
properly develop your network architecture:

• Needs assessments, traffic estimates, and subscriber forecasts – you will want to 
develop quantitative estimates of key inputs to model the initial and long term demands 
on the network:
• Subscriber growth 
• Traffic loads
• Bandwidth utilization at the access, edge, and core
• Network capacity 

• Resource assessment  - develop and size equipment requirements with adequate 
overhead for growth (up to twelve to eighteen months) and establish the proper staffing 
levels to grow and operate the network

• Short-term, medium and long-term network plans
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The key point is that you want to want to consider a wide 
range of inputs as you develop your network architecture. By 
doing so, you’ll be able to plan and design a best-in-class broadband 
access network that scales with subscriber demand and prevents costly 
network re-designs or massive overhauls in the future.

DETERMINE A SERVICES MONETIZATION STRATEGY 

What services should you deliver to your subscribers, and what is the best way to monetize 
them? Voice, video, and data compose the roster for a high-level offering, but your strategy 
should also consider other services which otherwise would be provided by Cloud providers. 
Don’t overlook business opportunities that play to your differentiated value and inherent 
strengths especially with your role as a trusted provider to your residential, educational, 
and business subscribers.

After defining your basic broadband speed tiers, why stop there? Examine additional data-
related services that your residential or business subscribers need. Service continuity is 
top of mind for growing businesses, and they will need services like disaster recovery to 
help reduce risk in their enterprise. Backup as a Service (BaaS) could benefit your business 
subscribers, and remember, if you choose not to offer services like this, then Cloud 
providers most likely will. 

The advantages CSPs have in offering BaaS include:

1. Business subscriber stickiness 

2. The service can be added incrementally to a properly designed network 

3. Leveraging the ability to place backup infrastructure at the network edge closer to the 
subscribers provides efficiencies and cost savings including reduced core network 
traffic load

 Backup as a Service is just one example of several potential services CSPs can offer as an 
alternative to Cloud providers and allows better monetization of your network investment. 
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Other value-added offerings include:

• Hosted Voice over IP and Unified Communications 
(voicemail, single-line, multi-line)

• Enhanced data services for residential and business subscribers 
including Business Ethernet and Database as a Service

• Video surveillance and cloud security applications

DEVISE A SECURITY STRATEGY THAT PROTECTS EVERY LAYER OF YOUR 
NETWORK

Communications Service Providers need to develop and execute a comprehensive, end-to-end 
security strategy with policies to secure all layers of the network. It is imperative to protect 
your network and subscribers from things like Distributed Denial of Service attacks (DDoS), 
Trojan horses, botnets, computer worms, adware, spyware, malware threats, and other types 
of malicious threats. A comprehensive security framework addresses physical security, 
access controls, authentication, and accountability. Taking steps up front not only secures 
your network and subscribers, but also helps avoid negative press and adverse scrutiny in 
social media!

Insource or outsource approaches should be taken to implement your security objectives. 
Either way, it’s important for security experts to test and search for vulnerabilities in your 
network and advise and correct accordingly. Remember, cyber attacks are always evolving 
and so should your security mitigation controls.

Some of the components to put in place for your security framework include:

• Network Access Controls - This is a set of policies, procedures, protocols, tools, and 
applications that define, regulate and restrict what an individual or entity can do on a 
network.

• Firewall Security -This foundational tool puts barriers between trusted and untrusted 
networks.

• Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) - An IPS actively analyzes and automatically takes 
action on unusual network traffic which targets your hardware and software systems.

• Anomaly detection - Incorporate network behavior anomaly detection applications that 
look for unusual events or traffic trends.

• Wi-Fi Protection – Protect subscriber Wi-Fi networks with the latest encryption 
standards. Calix solutions provide these options; specifically the GigaSpire BLAST with 
CommandIQ and ProtectIQ EDGE Suite.

• Two-factor authentication (2FA) - 2FA adds an additional layer of protection beyond 
passwords and passcodes. Try to put approaches like spanning app-code and physical 
key security wherever possible.

• Education for employees and subscribers - You want to educate your employees and 
broadband subscribers so they don’t fall prey for phishing attacks, “Social Engineering”, 
and many other vulnerabilities.

EXTEND LAYER 3 INTO THE ACCESS NETWORK 

Well designed, highly reliable networks are extending Layer 3 as close as possible to 
subscribers in the access network. The benefits of Layer 3, versus Layer 2 are many. For one, 
Layer 2 relies on a loop prevention mechanism of blocked and forwarding ports. Many CSPs 
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that have been around for decades have gone through 
the misery of service outages and performance degradation 
when a port improperly gets stuck in a forwarding state (instead 
of blocked) thereby switching the traffic endlessly and creating what’s 
known as a Layer 2 loop. Modern networks should be deployed using Layer 3, 
so this does not happen.

Benefits of deploying Layer 3 in the access network include:

• Higher network resiliency
• Redundant paths with quick fail-over times in the event of a link outage
• Elimination of blocked paths
• Improved subscriber bandwidth
• A single control plane and common toolbox for troubleshooting: for example 

traceroute, ping, route tables, etc.
• Better traffic prioritization options with a comprehensive set of controls: for example 

Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) for Quality of Service (QoS)

With a properly designed network you can use both Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and 
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing protocols. These protocols deliver exceptional 
network performance in the access network. A common recommendation is to use 
OSPF on links for fault detection. This allows for quick link recovery times because OSPF 
determines the best and fastest route. However, you should consider using BGP for the 
remainder of the routed network because it scales better, is flexible, carries both IPV4 and 
IPV6 traffic, and allows multiple paths.

COLLAPSE SUBSCRIBER AND NETWORK FUNCTIONS INTO THE FEWEST 
NETWORK COMPONENTS 

Consolidating network functions into fewer network elements helps to directly reduce the 
CAPEX required to build the network as well as reduce the operational expense (OPEX) 
needed to manage and maintain it. Specific to Calix, the E9-2 Aggregated Services Module 
(ASM ), has Broadband Network Gateway (BNG) functionality. The BNG provides the 
critical functionality that allows subscribers to access the broadband network. 

You should consider opportunities to eliminate stand-alone servers and move to a 
consolidated BNG architecture. For example, the Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) 
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server manages the distribution and leases of IP addresses 
to your subscribers. In traditional networks, it’s been deployed 
as a stand-alone function on a stand-alone server. However, this 
function is fully supported by the E9-2 system. The embedded DHCP 
server function in the E9-2 has the advantage of providing: 

• A more efficient allocation of IP addresses sized to the precise subscriber count 
• A quicker IP address assignment due to the DHCP server being physically closer to 

the subscriber 
Another function that can be shifted off of the traditional BNG to the Calix ASM is 
terminating different packet encapsulation techniques used extensively in broadband 
networks such as IP over Ethernet (IPoE) and Point to Point Protocol over Ethernet 
(PPPoE). The consolidation of network functions closer to the subscriber in the access 
network will help you significantly in running an efficient and optimized network.

AUTOMATE YOUR SUBSCRIBER SERVICES PROVISIONING 

Do not overlook your Operations Support Systems and Business Support Systems (OSS/
BSS) when architecting your network. It’s important for these systems to communicate 
directly with your broadband access infrastructure - specifically your management system 
and network nodes - to help make it easier to operationalize and automate subscriber 
services activation. Automating provisioning and configuration workflows allows you to 
decrease your time to market and reduce the time for service delivery. 

Calix management systems support interaction with OSS/BSS systems via a set of 
published Application Programming Interface (APIs) specifications. The interactive calls 
made over the API are documented to make integration efforts faster with less guesswork. 
The bottom line is that automating network services provisioning dramatically reduces the 
time required to turn up new services and enable subscribers more control over service 
activation and management workflows.

SUMMARY

These are a few of the considerations that should be top-of-mind when developing 
your broadband network architecture. Calix Network Consulting Services can work with 
your team as a trusted partner to provide you the best practices and guidance needed 
to architect and deploy networks to meet your business, technical, operational and 
service delivery goals. To find out the different ways a Calix Network Consultant can help 
accelerate your network planning and design, contact your Account Executive.   
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